generic codimension 1 submanifolds of strictly pseudoconvex boundaries.
As usual, a manifold M imbedded into C n is called generic (with respect to the complex structure) if for each point p ∈ M the complex tangent space T C p M(= T p M ∩ iT p M) has minimal possible dimension, namely, n − c, where c is the real codimension of M ⊂ C n if the latter does not exceed n or c equals n otherwise.
In the following, an m-manifold (e.g., an m-ball) always means a real manifold of real dimension m. Smooth means of class C ∞ . A compact subset of a generic m-manifold is called a closed generic m-ball if it is the diffeomorphic image of a closed ball in R m .
For n = 2, the following result was first proved in [Jö1] ; see also [FoSt] and [Du] for other proofs and generalizations.
Theorem 0. Closed totally real (i.e., generic) C 2 discs in strictly pseudoconvex boundaries in C 2 are removable.
For n > 2, the corresponding problem was raised by several authors.
Problem 1. Is every closed generic (2n − 2)-ball contained in a strictly pseudoconvex boundary in C n , n > 2, removable?
Note that the "simplest" nonremovable singularity (in the sense of Definition 2) is the boundary of a complex variety of codimension 1 contained and relatively closed in with "not too bad behaviour near ∂ " (for more detailed information, see [Ch] and the aforementioned references on removable singularities). In well-behaved cases, the boundary of this variety is a closed manifold of codimension 3 in C n , and this way we get the only nonremovable compact sets contained in codimension 3 submanifolds of C n (see [ChSt] , [Jö2] ). Hence the problem is closely related to the following geometric problem.
Problem 2.
Can the boundary of a codimension 1 analytic subvariety of a strictly pseudoconvex domain be a smooth submanifold of a generic ball of real dimension 2n − 2 contained in ∂ ?
Analytic varieties play an important role in complex analysis and geometry, so the question itself is interesting. The problem becomes much easier if we weaken the assumptions. It is not so hard to see that a generic (2n − 2)-manifold M in C n with more complicated topology than balls (e.g., a manifold with infinite fundamental group) may contain the boundary of a codimension 1 analytic variety in such a way that the mentioned boundary bounds a domain on M. One such example for the case n = 3 was given in [Do] . Note that, in this example, the manifold M is not contained in the boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex domain. The easy part of our proof (see Step 2 of the proof of Lemma 2) gives an example of such a manifold M contained in the unit sphere of C 3 .
Note that, in the case n = 2, Theorem 0 implies that Problem 2 has a negative answer. In general, generic 2-balls in C 2 may contain boundaries of 1-dimensional analytic varieties as was known long before from Wermer's example [We] .
Note also that for n ≥ 3, most of the suggestions were towards a negative answer to Problem 2 (and, moreover, towards a positive answer to Problem 1). For example, it is not difficult to see that (under the conditions imposed in Problem 2) the boundary of the mentioned analytic variety cannot be of class C 2 and diffeomorphic to a (2n−3)-sphere. (Otherwise, there would exist a nonsingular vector field on the (2n − 2)-ball, which is transversal to the aforementioned (2n − 3)-sphere by [Fo] .) A proof of a similar statement in a slightly more general situation is written, for example, in [Do] . Moreover, for any smooth generic (2n − 2)-ball contained in a strictly pseudoconvex boundary, there exist arbitrarily small (in certain C k -norm) perturbations that are removable. This assertion is true in much more general situations. (A generic CRmanifold that is imbedded into C n and in general position consists of one CR-orbit.) The authors will give a proof in a forthcoming paper.
Nevertheless, for dimensions n ≥ 3, Problem 2 has a positive answer. More precisely, we prove the following theorem. We let B j denote the unit ball in C j and we let ∂B j denote its boundary. Theorem 1. There exist a smooth generic 4-ball Ꮾ 4 imbedded into the unit sphere ∂B 3 and a smooth (simple) zero-set X of an entire function in C 3 which intersects ∂B 3 transversally such that X ∩ ∂B 3 ⊂ Ꮾ 4 .
As a corollary, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 2. There exists a smooth generic nonremovable 4-ball
Proof of Theorem 2. Indeed, let f be an entire function in C 3 such that f −1 (0) =X and grad f = 0 on X. The function 1/f restricted to ∂B 3 \ X is continuous and satisfies the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations there. Moreover, by assumption, we have |1/f (z)| ≤ const · dist(z, X). Since X intersects ∂B 3 transversally, it follows that 1/f is in L 1 on ∂B 3 with respect to 5-dimensional surface measure. But 1/f does not extend analytically to B 3 , which would be the case if Ꮾ 4 (and hence also X ∩ ∂B 3 ) were removable or (L 1 ,∂ b )-removable, respectively. X in C 3 whose intersections with the unit sphere are compact maximally complex 3-manifolds with infinite fundamental group. For notational convenience, we work with the ball √ 3B 3 of radius √ 3 centered at zero instead of the unit ball and with its boundary
Put
and
Lemma 1. A is empty for > 1 and is diffeomorphic to (S 1 ) 3 for 0 < < 1. For the latter choice of , it is a compact maximally complex CR-manifold. For = 1, it degenerates and is diffeomorphic to (S 1 ) 2 .
Here S 1 is a circle (say, the unit circle in the complex plane).
Proof. Use coordinates
In these coordinates, A is the direct product of the 2-torus
and the set
The smooth function m has a minimum at ( 1/3 , 1/3 ) and m( 1/3 , 1/3 ) = 3 2/3 . All the other points are regular for m. Therefore, is empty if > 1, it is a point if = 1, and it is diffeomorphic to a circle for < 1.
Note that for = 1, the algebraic hypersurface X 1 is tangent to S 5 (= ∂( √ 3B 3 )) at the points of A 1 = -2 ; hence for p ∈ -2 , we have T p X 1 = T c p S 5 . Our goal is to find a smooth generic real 4-ball Ꮾ 4 imbedded into S 5 which contains A for certain < 1 close to 1. The following lemma reduces the problem to a simpler one. 
Then there is a smooth generic 4-ball Ꮾ 4 that contains A for some positive close to 1, < 1.
Of course, B 4 is not generic (see (6)).
Proof.
Step 1. We want to change B 4 slightly near -2 . The new 4-ball coincides near -2 with a perturbation of the following auxiliary 4-manifold
Here δ > 0 is sufficiently small. ᏹ 4 δ contains A for close to 1; in particular, it contains -2 and
In other words, ᏹ 4 δ and B 4 have first-order contact along -2 . We use this later. It is convenient to write ᏹ 4 δ as a graph:
The complex tangencies of ᏹ 4 δ are those points (z 1 , z 2 , Ᏻ(z 1 , z 2 )) for which both derivatives ∂z 1 Ᏻ(z 1 , z 2 ) and ∂z 2 Ᏻ(z 1 , z 2 ) vanish. (Recall that the complex tangencies of a manifold imbedded into C n are the points for which the tangent space is complex. In our case these are exactly the nongeneric points of ᏹ 4 δ .) In polar coordinates this means that ((r 1 ∂/∂r 1 ) + (i∂/∂ϕ 1 ))Ᏻ and ((r 2 ∂/∂r 2 ) + (i∂/∂ϕ 2 ))Ᏻ vanish at those points. It is now easy to compute directly that the set of complex tangencies of ᏹ 4 δ is exactly -2 . (There is another way to see that
δ is a complex tangency, then, since T p ᏹ 4 δ contains T p A , it also contains the complexification of this space, namely, T p X . This is impossible if < 1, since by a theorem of Forstnerič [Fo] , T p A ⊂ T c p S 5 for < 1 and for every p ∈ A .)
In the next step, we make a small perturbation of
) still contains a lot of A 's. Moreover, it is arbitrarily close (say, in C 1 ) to ᏹ 4 δ and is contained in S 5 . (Note that the existence of such a perturbation can also be obtained using the general h-principle of Gromov (see [Gr] ). Instead we give a short explicit construction.)
Step 2. Replace on δ 1 the function Ᏻ by the following function Ᏻ 1 : 
with a smooth real function g with small C 1 norm, compactly supported in {|1 − r 1 | < δ 1 , |1 − r 2 | < δ 1 }. The∂-derivatives ∂z 1 Ᏻ 1 and ∂z 2 Ᏻ 1 of Ᏻ 1 , multiplied by 2r 1 e −iϕ 1 and 2r 2 e −iϕ 2 , respectively, are equal to the following expressions:
Since 3 − r 2 1 − r 2 2 = r 2 3 , we see that the first term in (12) vanishes if and only if r 1 = r 3 and the first term in (13) vanishes if and only if r 2 = r 3 . Moreover, the first terms in brackets are real and the second ones are imaginary. Now choose g with compact support in {|1 − r j | < δ 1 , j = 1, 2} in such a way that at least one of the derivatives (∂/∂r 1 )g or (∂/∂r 2 )g does not vanish for r 1 = r 2 = 1. Then at all points of δ 1 , at least one of the∂-derivatives of Ᏻ 1 does not vanish. Let Ᏻ 1 = Ᏻ on δ \ δ 1 and letᏹ 4 δ be the graph of Ᏻ 1 over δ . Then, as desired,ᏹ 4 δ ⊂ S 5 ,ᏹ 4 δ is generic, is close (in C 1 ) to ᏹ 4 δ , and contains some A .
Step 3. It follows from assumption (6) that for δ small enough, a part of the ball B 4 can be represented as the graph of a function z 3 = Ᏻ B (z 1 , z 2 ) defined on the set δ . Take δ 2 ∈ (δ 1 , δ) close to δ, so that the graph of Ᏻ 1 over δ 2 \ δ 1 still contains some A , and take δ 3 ∈ (δ 2 , δ). For a smooth nonnegative cut-off function χ that is 1 on δ 2 and 0 on \ δ 3 , put Ᏻ 2 = χ Ᏻ 1 +(1−χ)Ᏻ B . LetB 4 denote the ball B 4 with the graph of Ᏻ B over δ replaced by the graph of Ᏻ 2 over δ . By Thom's transversality theorem (see [GoGu, Theorem 4.9] or [Hi] ), there is a 4-ballB 4 ⊂ S 5 arbitrarily close (say, in C 1 ) toB 4 with only isolated complex tangencies which coincides withB 4 over the set¯ δ 2 .
ShrinkingB 4 a little, we may assume that the number of complex tangencies is finite. Moreover, by construction, they are outside the relatively compact domain bounded by some A onB 4 . Remove fromB 4 a suitable small neighbourhood of a smooth curve which joins one complex tangency with a boundary point ofB 4 and does not meet A and the other complex tangencies. This decreases the number of complex tangencies by 1. After finitely many steps, we get the desired 4-ball Ꮾ 4 .
The following almost obvious lemma gives a further reduction. Proof. For each p ∈ B 3 ⊂ S 5 , the set of vectors in T p S 5 which are normal to B 3 is a 2-plane. Choose an orientation on B 3 and S 5 , and orient the 2-planes so that the orientations are compatible. For each p, we rotate the vector n(p) in the corresponding normal 2-plane in "positive" direction around the origin by the angle π/2 and denote the thus obtained vector by t(p). In other words, the pair (n(p), t(p)) gives the above chosen orientation on the normal plane, and t is a smooth, nonsingular normal vector field on B 3 orthogonal to n. Using exponential mappings, we may slightly extend B 3 in the direction of t and get a 4-ball B 4 , B 3 ⊂ B 4 ⊂ S 5 . The obtained 4-ball has the following property: At points p ∈ B 3 ⊂ B 4 , the tangent space T p B 4 is spanned by T p B 3 and t; hence it is orthogonal to n. In other words, B 4 satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.
Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 reduce Theorem 1 to the following slightly easier assertion, which we state explicitly and prove in the following section. Proposition 1. There exists a C ∞ -smooth 3-ball B 3 imbedded into S 5 which contains -2 and a C ∞ -smooth nonsingular normal vector field n on B 3 which is orthogonal to T c p S 5 at the points p ∈ -2 .
Proof of Proposition 1. First note that for
the outer normal to S 5 is the vector given by (e iϕ 1 , e iϕ 2 , e −i(ϕ 1 +ϕ 2 ) ). The vector
is of length 1 and orthogonal to the previous vector; hence it is tangential to the sphere S 5 and orthogonal to the complex tangent space T c p S 5 . In other words, N may serve as the restriction of the desired vector field n to -2 .
The first step of the proof is to give an explicit description of a 3-sphere 3 ⊂ S 5 that contains -2 and has the property that N is normal to 3 at points of -2 . The part of the desired 3 which is contained in S 5 \ {z 1 · z 2 · z 3 = 0} is in coordinates (4) the direct product of -2 with a smooth curve
running in the r-variables. (We choose the functions R j below.) In other words, let -2 (t), t ∈ (−1, 1), denote the following 2-torus, which is isotopic in S 5 to -2 :
Then the part of the desired 3 which is outside {z 1 · z 2 · z 3 = 0} can be described by
Now choose a smooth curve R(t), t ∈ (−1, 1), with
which has the following crucial properties:
For example, R can be obtained in the following way. Define a curveR that satisfies (19) and such thatR 3 (t) =R 1 (t) if t ∈ (−1, 0] andR 3 (t) =R 2 (t) if t ∈ [0, 1). Then (a)-(c) are satisfied for R replaced byR. The curve R is obtained by makingR smooth near zero in a suitable way. For simplicity, we also assume that R satisfies the following condition (d).
(d) The curve t → R(t), t ∈ (−1, 1), has nondegenerate projection (R 1 (t), R 2 (t)) onto the (r 1 , r 2 )-plane; hence the image R ((−1, 1) ) is the graph of the function R 3 over a smooth curve in the (r 1 , r 2 )-plane. Moreover, near t = 0, the curve t → R(t) has nondegenerate projection onto the r 1 -axis as well as onto the r 2 -axis. Figure 1 shows an example of a curve R that satisfies all four conditions. Condition (a) means that for t = −1, the 2-torus -2 (t) degenerates: We may put -2 (−1) to be equal to the circle
Analogously, for t = +1, we have the degeneration
Joining the circles 1 and 2 to the set (18) described above, we get the desired
Over each point R(t) with t ∈ (−1, 1), we have a 2-torus in ζ -coordinates; over R(1) and R(−1), we have a circle. The degeneration of the 2-torus to a circle for t = +1 and t = −1 is crucial to obtain a 3-sphere. To prove that (20) actually defines a 3-sphere, we consider its covering by two solid tori Z 1 and Z 2 which intersect along a "collar" Ꮿ. Here Z 1 contains 1 = {(0, √ 3e iϕ 2 , 0) : e iϕ 2 ∈ S 1 }, and near 1 , the set Z 1 is given by
Here δ > 0 is small. D is the open unit disc in the complex plane, S 1 is its boundary, and (1 − δ)D is the disc of radius (1 − δ) centered at zero. Globally, Z 1 is given by the formula
with smooth positive functions a j on (1+δ)D, depending only on the radius |z 1 | and equal to 1 on (1 − δ)D (see (21)). These functions are uniquely determined by the condition that Z 1 lies on the sphere 3 . Similarly,
with smooth positive functions b j on (1+δ)D, depending only on the radius |z 2 | and equal to 1 on (1 − δ)D. Then the collar Ꮿ = Z 1 ∩ Z 2 can be written as
for a suitable σ ∈ (0, 1). Here -2 ⊂ Ꮿ = Z 1 ∩ Z 2 ; that is, a j (1) = b j (1) = 1 for j = 1, 2, 3. It is now clear that 3 is actually a 3-sphere. Moreover, since T p -2 ⊂ T c p S 5 for p ∈ -2 , it follows from (19) and (c) that N is orthogonal to 3 at points of -2 .
Unfortunately, N does not extend to a nonsingular normal field on 3 (otherwise, removing from 3 a small closed 3-ball, we would be done by Lemma 3). This is easy to understand and is based on the following fact. Consider, for example, Z 1 . Let 1 projects onto the origin. The set of nonvanishing normal vectors for Z 1 in S 5 retracts to a circle with nondegenerate projection onto the third coordinate. Indeed, a neighbourhood of Z 1 on S 5 can be parametrized by
and Z 1 can be given by an equation of the form
It is now easy to see that N has "nontrivial winding" along the circle -2 ∩ Z ϕ 0 2 1 . This is the obstruction for extending N.
On the other hand, we see now that there is a smooth nonsingular normal vector field on 3 .
Lemma 4. On every 3-sphere S 3 that is smoothly imbedded into S 5 , there exists a smooth nonsingular vector field m that is normal to S 3 (normal with respect to the imbedding of S 3 into S 5 ).
Proof. Let E be the bundle over S 3 of the unit vectors that are tangent to S 5 and normal to S 3 . Our goal is to prove that there exists a smooth section of this bundle. Let B 3 1 and B 3 2 be a covering of S 3 by two smooth closed 3-balls such that B 3 1 ∩ B 3 2 is a smooth 2-sphere. We denote this 2-sphere by S 2 . Since the restriction of E to B 3 1 is trivial, there exists a smooth section s 1 of E over B 3 1 . Since the fibers of E are diffeomorphic to the circle S 1 and since the restriction of E to B 3 2 is also trivial, the restriction of s 1 to S 2 defines (in the last trivialization) an element of the homotopy group π 2 (S 1 ). Then, from the triviality of π 2 (S 1 ), it follows that there τ n(ζ ) Figure 2 exists an extension s 2 of s 1 | S 2 to a smooth section of E over B 3 2 . Define a section s of E over the whole of S 3 to be equal to s 1 over B 3 1 and equal to s 2 over B 3 2 . After smoothing s, if necessary, we obtain the required section of E, which is the desired smooth nonsingular normal vector field m on S 3 .
The plan of the last step of the proof of Proposition 1 is the following. We replace the pair (Ꮿ, m) (the collar (see (24)) together with the restriction of the transversal vector field m to this collar) by a new pair (Ꮿ,m) that is identical to the previous one outside a smaller tubular neighbourhood of -2 , and moreover, -2 ⊂Ꮿ andm | -2 = N (see (15) for the definition of N).
The key to the existence of the pair (Ꮿ,m) is the fact that N and n def = m | -2 are homotopic as normal vector fields on -2 imbedded into S 5 . Indeed, we give below an explicit description of the homotopy N(t, ζ ), ζ ∈ -2 , t ∈ [0, 1], of N and n, and we associate with this homotopy a homotopy of orthogonal transformations of the fibers of the normal bundle of -2 . Using exponential mappings, this gives an isotopy of imbeddings of a small tubular neighbourhood of -2 on S 5 into S 5 , which fixes -2 . This isotopy describes how to bend a small part of the collar Ꮿ around -2 to get a small part ofᏯ. The isotopy extension theorem (see below for more details) allows us to get the whole collarᏯ.
For psychological reasons we include Figure 2 , which is an example of how to bendᏯ around -2 in dependence on the relation between n(ζ ) and N(ζ ). The figure shows the intersection ofᏯ with a normal to -2 3-manifold through a given point ζ ∈ -2 . It corresponds to the case n(ζ ) = −N(ζ ). The aforementioned intersection is contained in the plane spanned by n(ζ ) and τ (ζ ) (compare with the notation used below for the description of the homotopy N(t, ζ ) ). The intersection of the old collar Ꮿ with the 3-manifold is the τ (ζ ) axis.
The following lemma realizes the plan of the proof of Proposition 1.
Lemma 5. There is a diffeomorphism F of S 5 which is identical on -2 and outside a small tubular neighbourhood of -2 such that:
Here, as usual, F * (m) denotes the pushforward on vector fields induced by F .
Lemma 5 implies Proposition 1. We get the desired 3-ball B 3 by removing from the smooth 3-sphere F ( 3 ) a small closed 3-ball that does not meet -2 . From the transversal vector field F * (m) on F ( 3 ), we get the required normal vector field n on B 3 . Indeed, for each point p in F ( 3 ), we take the orthogonal projection of the vector F * (m)(p) onto the normal space to F ( 3 ). Since, by Lemma 5, F * (m) | -2 = N is already orthogonal to F ( 3 ), the normal field n coincides with F * (m) = N on -2 . The proof of Proposition 1 (and hence of Theorem 1) is completed with the proof of Lemma 5.
Proof of Lemma 5.
Recall that the key for the existence of the diffeomorphism F is the fact that N and n def = m | -2 are homotopic as normal vector fields on -2 imbedded into S 5 . We start with the explicit description of the homotopy N(t, ζ ), ζ ∈ -2 , t ∈ [0, 1], of n and N. More precisely, we construct a smooth mapping N(t, ζ ), ζ ∈ -2 , t ∈ [0, 1], such that for each ζ and t, the vector N(t, ζ ) is tangent to S 5 and normal to -2 and, moreover, N(0, ζ ) = n(ζ ) and N(1, ζ ) = N(ζ ).
Let N be the bundle over -2 of the unit vectors that are tangent to S 5 and normal to -2 . The fiber of this bundle over a point ζ ∈ -2 is the unit 2-sphere S 2 (ζ ) in the 3-dimensional linear space which is tangent to S 5 and normal to -2 (the latter space considered as a real linear subspace of the tangent space T ζ C 3 of C 3 ). In the following we identify T ζ C 3 and C 3 . To describe the homotopy of N and n, we use the round metric on S 2 (ζ ) (i.e., the metric induced from the Euclidean metric on C 3 ) and geodesics in this metric. Recall that a geodesic on S 2 (ζ ) in the round metric, which joins two points p 1 and p 2 , is an arc of the "big" circle, which is the intersection of S 2 (ζ ) with the 2-plane through the points 0, p 1 , and p 2 . We always take the shorter arc (in our case, it will always be a quarter, not three quarters of the big circle) without mentioning this explicitly further.
Consider a unit vector field τ on -2 which is tangent to 3 and normal to -2 (there are two such vector fields opposite to each other). Divide For t ∈ J 1 = [0, 1/2], ζ ∈ -2 , we let the point N(t, ζ ) move with some velocity s(t) (in contrast to the parametrization by length) along the geodesic from n(ζ ) to τ (ζ ), starting with n(ζ ) for t = 0 and reaching τ (ζ ) for t = 1/2. In other words, N(t, ζ ) is the point on the (shorter) geodesic between n(ζ ) and τ (ζ ) with geodesic distance t 0 s(t ) dt from n(ζ ). Moreover, 1/2 0 s(t ) dt = π/2, which is the length of the quarter circle, the geodesic joining n(ζ ) and τ (ζ ).
The velocity s depends only on t ∈ [0, 1/2], not on ζ ∈ -2 ; it is of class C ∞ , is positive on the interior of the interval, and vanishes of infinite order at the endpoints.
For t ∈ J 2 = [1/2, 1], we let the point N(t, ζ ) move on S 2 (ζ ) with the velocity s(t − (1/2)), t ∈ J 2 , (s as defined above), along the geodesic from N(1/2, ζ ) = τ (ζ ) to N(ζ ). (For each ζ ∈ -2 , this geodesic is a quarter of a big circle.) Here ζ is an arbitrary point of -2 .
Since the velocity s vanishes of infinite order at 0 and 1/2, we get a C ∞ map N : [0, 1] × -2 → N such that N(t, ζ ) = n(ζ ) for t = 0, and N(t, ζ ) = N(ζ ) for t = 1.
Define the homotopy R(t, ζ ), t ∈ [0, 1], of orthogonal transformations of the fibers of N associated with N(t, ζ ) in the following way.
R(t, ζ ) = Id (the identity on S 2 (ζ )) for t = 0, ζ ∈ -2 . For t ∈ [0, 1/2], define R(t, ζ ) to be rotation of S 2 (ζ ) by the angle t 0 s(t ) dt around the axis orthogonal to the 2-plane containing the geodesic in the direction from n(ζ ) towards τ (ζ ). R(t, ζ ) is chosen in such a way that N(t, ζ ) = R(t, ζ )n(ζ ). Note that R(1/2, ζ ) is rotation by the angle π/2 around the mentioned axis.
For t ∈ [1/2, 1], define R(t, ζ ) to be R(1/2, ζ ) followed by rotation by the angle t 1/2 s(t − 1/2) dt around the new axis, which is now orthogonal to the 2-plane that contains the geodesic joining τ (ζ ) and N(ζ ). Note that
R(1, ζ ) n(ζ ) = N(ζ ).
(27)
The exponential mapping applied in the normal directions to -2 defines a diffeomorphism of a small neighbourhood of -2 in the normal bundle of -2 onto a small open subset of S 5 which contains -2 (a "tubular neighbourhood of -2 in S 5 "). Composing the homotopy R(t, ζ ) with the aforementioned exponential mappings, we get a smooth isotopy of imbeddings of the mentioned tubular neighbourhood of -2 into S 5 . This isotopy fixes -2 and is infinitesimally orthogonal on -2 . The isotopy extension theorem (see [Hi, Theorem 1.4] ) allows us to extend this isotopy to a diffeotopy of S 5 . Indeed, put in the notation of [Hi] M = S 5 , U equal to the mentioned tubular neighbourhood of -2 and A equal to the closure of a smaller tubular neighbourhood of -2 , A ⊂ U . The openness condition required in Theorem 1.4 for the isotopy of U is then satisfied. Let F be the diffeomorphism of the diffeotopy of Theorem 1.4 which is obtained for t = 1. It coincides with the identity on -2 and outside some tubular neighbourhood of -2 . By construction (recall that R(t, ζ ) are orthogonal transformations of the fibers of N and (27) holds with n(ζ ) def = m(ζ ), ζ ∈ -2 ), it follows that F * (m) = N on -2 and F ( 3 ) is orthogonal to N on -2 . This proves Lemma 5.
